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Abstract: 

  Narrow-band frequency diplexers in connection with small frequency-shift 

keying of gyrotrons can be used to switch the millimeter wave power between two 

output channels or to combine the power from different sources. This technique can e.g. 

be used for fast beam steering for synchronous stabilization of rotating neoclassical 

tearing modes (NTMs) in tokamaks. Beam steering can be performed by a multi-stage 

multiplexer, provided that phase-controlled sources are available.  In the paper, various 

concepts for fast directional switches as well as their integration into transmission lines 

are discussed. Calculations and low-power measurements of prototypes are presented. 

Requirements and techniques for frequency control of the gyrotrons are discussed, and 

the results of preliminary frequency modulation experiments are shown. Future 

prospects for the application of diplexers in large ECRH systems are discussed. A 

resonant diplexer experiment in the beam duct of the high-power ECRH system for W7-

X is presently being prepared.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) and Current Drive (ECCD) using 

gyrotrons is a well-established method to heat and control large-scale magnetic fusion plasmas 

in tokamaks and stellarators. In particular, ECRH is foreseen as a ‚day-one system’ for W7-X 

and ITER, which are the next step representatives of the stellarator and tokamak approach to 

nuclear magnetic fusion. ECRH has a very narrow power deposition in the plasma, which 

qualifies this method for localized heating and current drive. Besides the general feature of 

perfect absorption in hot plasmas and easy coupling by launching gaussian free-space wave 

beams towards the position, where the absorption is required, one of the most attractive 

features for tokamaks is the control of MHD instabilities and consequent improvement of the 

plasma parameters. As these instabilities are well localized around resonant magnetic surfaces, 

narrow and well-focused ECRH-wave beams have to be directed with high accuracy to the 

resonant layer 1. Especially for the case where the width of the power deposition profile 

exceeds the width of the island, ECCD in the O-point of the island only gives highest 

efficiency for NTM stabilization. Modulation of the launched EC power synchronous with the 

rotating islands is required in this case.  

Up to now, synchronous current drive is performed by power modulation of the 

gyrotron 1, with the disadvantages that (i) half of the installed power is wasted, (ii) the 

collector of the gyrotrons can be thermally overloaded, and (iii) fast switching of MW powers 

can result in severe electromagnetic interference. 

An alternative for power modulation could be switching of the millimeter waves 

between two launchers directing the beam to poloidal or toroidal planes, which are about 180° 



apart from each other with respect to the phase of the NTM (see Fig. 1). Here, the power is 

switched synchronously with the island rotation by a fast directional switch (FADIS), while 

the source operates CW. This device is based on a small frequency-shift keying of the 

gyrotron (∆fs << fce), and a narrow-band frequency diplexer, which directs an input beam to 

one of the two output channels 2. Note that for the tiny frequency shifts f1 – f2 = ∆fs of some 

tens of MHz needed for the switching, no remarkable change of the deposition radius in the 

plasma occurs. As any diplexer can be designed as four-port device, two gyrotrons can be fed 

into it. If both gyrotrons are shifted between frequencies f1 and f2 , but in opposite phase 

("push-pull"), then the power of both gyrotrons is combined into one of the two outputs, and is 

switched between output 1 and 2 in the rhythm of the frequency-shift keying (see Fig. 2 and 

e.g. Ref. 3). Thus, there is no need to increase the number of launchers. Note that besides 

NTM stabilization, the FADIS can be used to share the installed EC power between different 

types of launchers or different applications (e.g. in ITER, midplane / upper launcher), 

whichever is given priority during a plasma discharge. 

 The diplexer can be realized as a quasi-optical interferometer with grating splitters, as 

a waveguide interferometer or resonator with 3-dB hybrids based on oversized rectangular 

corrugated waveguides, or, in the most compact form, as a quasi-optical cavity (ring resonator) 

with corrugated mirrors. The shift of the frequency in the gyrotron can be performed by 

modulation of the gun anode, or the beam acceleration voltage. In the paper, various concepts 

for fast directional switches are discussed. Calculations and low-power measurements of 

prototypes are presented, and the preparations and plans for a high-power test of a resonant 

diplexer in the beam duct of the ECRH system for W7-X are discussed. Requirements and 

techniques for frequency control of the gyrotrons are presented, and the results of preliminary 



frequency modulation experiments are shown. Finally, future prospects for the application of 

diplexers in large ECRH systems are discussed. 

 

II. CHARACTERIZATION OF A WAVEGUIDE DIPLEXER 

In this chapter, two waveguide diplexer designs are presented which are based on the 

Mach-Zehnder type of the two-beam interferometer 3. Its basic elements are two 3-dB hybrids 

(power dividers) and a delay line in between. The devices discussed here employ corrugated 

rectangular waveguides which show image multiplication ("Talbot-effect") and thus can be 

used to design the 3-dB splitters 4. 

 A sketch for a device, where the spatial Talbot effect is used for splitting is shown in 

Fig. 3. The power is fed as HE1,1 mode from a square or circular corrugated waveguide into 

the main rectangular diplexer waveguide with width a (and height b, which, however, is not 

relevant for the calculation). According to the propagation constants of the excited waveguide 

modes, the amplitude distribution at the entrance is split into two identical patterns after a 

length of a2/(2λ). At this position, a miter bend integrated into the waveguide directs one part 

into a folded delay line with length Lφ made from corrugated square waveguide, and again 

couples this part back into the main waveguide. Depending on the relative phases of the two 

identical patterns, a recombination of the patterns occurs after a length of 2a
2/λ. 

If losses are neglected, the device has a transmission function like the ideal 

interferometer, i.e. the output power toggles between the two output waveguides according to  
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Therefore, for the application as a FADIS, the gyrotron has to be frequency shifted by 
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which can be adjusted by the length of the delay line.  For a minimum contrast between the 

two channels of better than 1:9 (< 10% of the power in the wrong channel), the frequency 

stability of the source at f1 and f2, respectively, must be f ± 0.2⋅∆fS. 

Calculations using a mode-matching technique and optimization procedures have been 

performed showing that for highly oversized main waveguides optimum results are obtained, 

if HE1,1 modes from a waveguide with a width of a/2 are coupled into the entrance and from 

the exit of the main waveguide. Detailed calculations (ohmic loss and loss in the miter bends 

of the delay line was neglected) have been performed for a diplexer at f = 140 GHz, a = 60 

mm, b = 30 mm, and Lφ = 1680 mm. Figure 4a shows the results. According to the mode 

analysis at the exit, the maximum output power in HE1,1 mode is more than 99%. An 

experimental device was built and investigated, showing a very good qualitative agreement 

with the calculations. An example is shown in Fig. 4b, where amplitude and phase distribution 

at the output are plotted for the frequency f1 = 140.650 GHz, where the maximum power is 

coupled to the upper exit. A similar picture with the power coupled to the lower exit is 

obtained for f2 = 140.737 GHz. Quantitatively, the measurements show a somewhat higher 

loss: at maximum, 96% of the input power is found at the upper or lower exit, and the mode 

analysis yields an HE1,1 mode purity of 80 %. This discrepancy can be explained by the loss of 

the standard miter bends in the delay line (about 1% per bend) and some imperfections in 

manufacturing of this prototype. Another 1% loss is expected from the input coupling 5, as a 



circular corrugated HE1,1 waveguide with diameter of 32 mm was used in contrast to the 

calculations. 

Note that this diplexer can be upgraded to a combiner/diplexer by making the input 

section L = 2a
2/λ long. Then, the device gets two inputs at the upper and lower side of the 

waveguide, and allows simultaneous combining and switching of two sources into one output 

channel.  

At present, a variant of the diplexer discussed above is in construction, which uses the 

angular splitting feature of rectangular waveguides 6, as shown in Fig. 5. For this case, a 4-

wall square corrugated waveguide with a = b = 60 mm is used, and the delay-line is quasi-

optical. The optics has imaging characteristics from the exit of the first 3-dB hybrid to the 

entrance of the second one. This means that – within the limitations due to the finite size of the 

optics – the losses of the higher-order beam modes excited from non-gaussian contents in the 

output pattern of the square waveguide should be very low. If appropriate for a compact and 

closed design, the delay line consisting of two pairs of mirrors M1 and M2 as well as the 

reference arm (mirror pairs M3 and M4) can be built as a combination of waveguide and 

optical line. For this case, the guiding of the waves in the plane perpendicular to the drawing is 

performed by corrugated walls which extend from the square waveguide all over the mirror 

arrangement; the (cylindrical) mirrors M1 – M4 are mounted between the corrugated plates 

and guide the waves in the plane parallel to the drawing plane. 

Note that, for a given input beam or waveguide, the angular splitting concept results in 

much shorter 3-dB hybrids, as the transverse dimension of the square or rectangular 

waveguide can be similar to the beam diameter, in contrast to the spatial splitter, where a 

waveguide dimension of at least twice the input beam diameter is required.  



 

These waveguide diplexers can be seen as examples for many possible variants of 

diplexers based on the imaging properties of corrugated rectangular waveguides. Some quasi-

optical variants have been described in Ref. 7. Also, a resonator-type diplexer is under 

development 8.  

 

III. DESIGN AND TEST OF A QUASI-OPTICAL FADIS 

A compact design for a diplexer/FADIS can be obtained by an open quasi-optical 

arrangement of two reflecting diffraction gratings integrated into a quasi-optical ring resonator 

with a high Q-factor. A principle sketch is given in Fig. 6.  An incident wave beam at 

frequency f1, which is detuned from the resonance frequency f2 of the ring resonator, is 

reflected by the grating in a well-defined (specular) direction. If the incident RF beam is tuned 

to the resonant frequency, the ring resonator will be ‘loaded’ and the second grating emits the 

beam into another well-defined direction. The transmission to output 1 and 2 is given by 9 
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where R0 and R1 are the efficiencies of the grating in 0th and -1st order, L is the round-trip 

length of the resonator and 2A the loss (ohmic and diffractive) for one round-trip. With these 

parameters, the diplexer can be adapted to the FADIS application. The loaded quality factor of 

the resonator is approximately given by  
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and the required frequency shift of the gyrotron from the non-resonant frequency f1 to the 

resonance f2 is at least 1.5 times the FWHM of the resonance curve, i.e.  
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For a reasonable contrast between the two channels of better than 1: 9, the frequency stability 

of the source at f1 can be rather low, as long as f1 is outside of the resonance; for f2,  a stability 

of  f ± 0.07⋅∆fS   is necessary. 

 

This type of diplexer has been investigated in detail for high-power multi-channel 

transmission 10. Low-power tests have been performed at a 34 GHz device with results in 

agreement with theory 11, as shown in Fig. 7. At present, a prototype diplexer/combiner for 

140 GHz/1 MW is built, and prepared for tests in the transmission system of the ECRH 

installation for W7-X at IPP Greifswald 12. This diplexer consists of a ring resonator with L = 

2.4 m, matching mirrors for the incident beams from two gyrotrons and the two output beams, 

which will be coupled into calorimetric loads. The efficiency of the gratings is calculated as R0 

= 0.755 and R1 = 0.245, respectively. Preliminary low-power measurements on a mock-up 

have been performed, which agree well with the calculations. As an example, Fig. 8 shows a 

measurement of the transmission function in the resonant channel. From the fits of theoretical 

curves to the measurements, the following results were obtained. The grating depth was 

slightly lower, the corresponding efficiency in minus first order was R1 = 0.22. The round-trip 

loss in the resonator was measured to be < 1.3 % and is near to the theoretical value of about 

1% determined by the ohmic loss, atmospheric attenuation, and beam truncation of the 

resonator mirrors. This results in an unloaded Q-factor of Q0 ≥ 536000 and a loaded one of Q 



≈ 14000. The beam patterns measured at the non-resonant and the resonant output show high 

content of the fundamental gaussian mode of 98.5 % and 99.8 %, respectively. The maximum 

contrast measured with lens horns matched to the output beams was about 1:50 in the resonant 

and 1:1000 in the non-resonant channel, as shown in Fig. 8. However, due to non-perfect 

matching of the input beams to the resonator, spurious power in higher-order modes of about 

19 % could be measured as minimum output in the non-resonant channel. This will be 

improved by optimizing alignment and input parameters. 

 At 1 MW input power, the maximum electric field in the resonator corresponds to an 

energy-flux density of 0.87 MW/cm2, which is below the 1 MW/cm2 threshold of atmospheric 

air breakdown. This allows the high-power test of the device in the W7-X ECRH system, 

which operates in normal atmosphere. As can be seen from Fig. 8, the free spectral range 

between two resonances is 125 MHz, therefore the typical frequency chirp of the W7-X 

gyrotrons during switch-on of about 300 MHz is by far sufficient to measure the transmission 

characteristics. For the FADIS application, a good contrast is reached for ∆fs > 30 MHz.   

  

IV.  OPTIONS FOR GYROTRON FREQUENCY CONTROL 

A fast frequency control of a free running single-mode gyrotron can be achieved only 

by changing an operation voltage: the change transforms electron beam parameters, including 

the reactive part of RF conductivity, and finally results in a frequency shift.  In gyrotrons of 

the diode type, the total electron current goes through the HV modulator, and, consequently, 

the frequency control requires a high modulation power.  Low-power frequency control is, 

however, possible for gyrotrons operating in the triode scheme, if the control voltage is 



applied to a non-current-carrying electrode.  Such power-saving operation is possible for 

gyrotrons with depressed collector also, if the control voltage is applied between the collector 

and the RF cavity.  Even less power is needed in gyrotrons with the triode gun, where the 

control voltage is applied to the cathode-anode gap of minimal capacity. 

The frequency control by means of the voltage variation is, obviously, accompanied 

with a reduction of the output RF power. To limit the reduction, it is necessary to limit the 

voltage swing and, accordingly, to enhance firstly the sensitivity of diplexer to small 

frequency variations, and secondly the precision of voltage control (see e.g. Ref. 13). 

A very precise frequency control can be realized, in particular, by connecting the 

gyrotron to a frequency synthesizer by a phase locking loop 14.  The method was verified by an 

experiment with a 13 GHz triode-type gyrotron 15: the spectral bandwidth was reduced by a 

factor of 20. 

 

In the frame of the 140 GHz FADIS project, measurements of the frequency 

characteristics of the THALES gyrotrons for W7-X and on the GYCOM gyrotrons installed at 

FTU have been started. Although preliminary, some results are remarkable:  

In the GYCOM tube, a clear modulation characteristic is found with a slope of about 

10 MHz / kV. A modulation experiment with Umod =2 kV and 500 Hz confirms this value. 

This modulation characteristic could result in a good contrast for the FADIS application 

without too much power loss in the second channel. 

In the W7-X gyrotron, the frequency drift after thermalization of the cavity (> 1 s) was 

less than 5 MHz / 160 sec. This high stability might allow to reduce the requirements 

concerning frequency control of the gyrotron; at least the matching of the diplexer 



characteristics to the frequency of the gyrotron could be done by slowly moving one of the 

resonator mirrors.  The output frequency showed spontaneous switching between two 

frequency levels (mostly 3.4 MHz apart, but larger separations have been observed for other 

gyrotron parameters), which also could be triggered by a modulation of the acceleration 

voltage by 1 kV. A possible explanation for these frequency levels is the modulation of the 

gain due to reflection of stray radiation in the gyrotron back into the cavity with the 

appropriate rotation direction.  

Step-like variation of the frequency was often observed in gyrotrons with tiny 

reflections of the cavity mode from the output window ("long-line effect") and was also 

described theoretically 16.  Possibly, this effect could be used in the design of stable FADIS 

operation with reduced power loss.  

 

V. INTEGRATION OF DIPLEXERS INTO TRANSMISSION 

LINES 

Especially for the application in larger ECRH systems, it is necessary to develop 

compact diplexers and integrate them into the transmission lines without interference with 

neighbouring lines. For optical transmission systems, an optical version of the FADIS is 

probably advantageous as well, and can be designed as an integral part of the whole system. 

 For transmission systems using circular corrugated waveguides, the matching to 

diplexers employing square waveguides or mirror set-ups can be done with appropriate optics, 

however, such arrangements may become bulky.  Owing to the very high coupling coefficient 

between square and circular corrugated waveguides of up to 99.3% 5, direct connection is 



possible, as was done in the experiments described in chapter III. An elegant and very 

compact possibility is the synthesis of waveguide mode converters fed by a circular HE11 

mode, which produce a field pattern which perfectly matches the input field of the diplexer 17. 

This type of coupling would allow very compact matching e.g. to the resonant diplexer. An 

example for the design of a diplexer/combiner with two inputs and outputs by corrugated 

circular waveguides is sketched in Fig. 9. If the resonator mirrors are integrated into the walls 

of the vacuum chamber needed for evacuated transmission lines, a very compact FADIS 

design is obtained. 

 

Depending on the EC application, the millimeter wave radiation can have different 

polarization, especially it may be elliptically polarized. It is therefore convenient to design the 

diplexers for arbitrary polarization. Designs using square or rectangular corrugated waveguide 

are not sensitive to polarization, provided that the correct corrugation depth is used 18,19. Also, 

quasi-optical diplexers can be designed to work for arbitrary polarization, as gratings used as 

beam splitters can be tailored to have identical efficiency in TE and TM polarization 

(perpendicular and parallel to the grooves, respectively). The phase shift between polarization 

components can be compensated by proper orientation of the gratings in the resonator.  

It should be noted, however, that in general, the two outputs of the FADIS need 

different polarization, as either the antennas or the applications corresponding to the outputs 

are different. Therefore, in general, the fast switch has to be installed in the transmission 

system between the sources and the elements for polarization control. Thus, designs for linear 

polarization can be used as well.  

 



VI.  POSSIBLE UPGRADES 

After demonstration of the wave beam switching by the simplest diplexers, more 

complicated schemes might be studied.  For example, diplexers can be composed into a 

multiplexer-scanner (Fig. 10) capable to combine output powers of 2N gyrotrons and, 

depending on their frequency shifts, forward the total power into one of two output channels.  

In Fig. 10 any rectangular box denotes a gyrotron and any circle denotes a diplexer.  At one set 

of gyrotron frequencies each couple of gyrotrons feeds a common narrow-band diplexer dk 

that transmits the combined power to one of diplexers Dk (situated in the upper line in Fig. 

10). The frequency band of the diplexer Dk includes frequencies fk,1 and fk,2, but does not 

include frequencies fk+1,1 and fk+1,2. Under these conditions, the chain of diplexers Dk transmits 

powers of all gyrotrons to the common (upper) output.  If frequencies in any couple of 

gyrotrons are interchanged fk,1 ⇔ fk,2 , all powers are combined by the lower line of diplexers 

Ďk, and the total power is forwarded to the lower output in Fig. 10. 

Still more flexible and simple schemes for wave beam combining and scanning might 

be realized, if based on gyrotrons with a phase control: gyroklystron amplifiers or injection 

locked auto-oscillators.  To provide sufficiently high powers, such gyrotrons should operate at 

high-order modes.  Presently, devices of this type deliver multi-megawatt powers in 

microsecond pulses at relatively low frequencies 20, but output powers of future phase-locked 

millimeter-wave gyrotrons can reach the level of present free-running ones. 

Combining and switching of mutually phased waves of high power could be provided 

by quasi-optical structures based on diffraction gratings or Talbot type oversized waveguide 

sections 10, 21.  As the simplest example (Fig. 11), let either one of two groups of gyrotrons be 

locked to a separate master oscillator (of phase ϕ i). In each subsystem, gyrotron outputs can 



be combined into one sub-beam, and each sub-beam can be introduced into a 3 dB hybrid.  By 

changing the mutual phase ϕ 1 - ϕ 2 between the low-power master oscillators, the wave beam 

combined by the 3 dB hybrid can be switched from one output channel to another.  Generally, 

possible versions of similar phased arrays are numerous. 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Various concepts for fast directional switching and combination of high-power 

microwave beams in ECRH systems for fusion application are presented. It is shown that they 

offer promising features for a more flexible use of the installed ECRH power in tokamaks and 

stellarators. Combining of outputs of sub-systems of gyrotrons into one transmission line is of 

general interest and has many attractive applications, and fast switching of the combined beam 

from one output channel to another seems attractive for adaptive suppression of NTM modes. 

The FADIS method might be combined with slow mechanical scanning of steering mirrors or 

discrete tuning of the gyrotron frequency by the cryomagnet field. 

The development of diplexers is underway, various concepts are under investigation.  

High-power FADIS experiments are in preparation at the IPP Greifswald, and the application 

at the tokamak FTU in Frascati is in discussion.   
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

 

FIG. 1:  Principle for NTM stabilization using a fast directional switch: Synchronously with 

the rotation of the island, the ECCD beam is switched between two launchers which are about 

180° apart from each other with respect to the mode phase. 

 

FIG. 2: Sketch of a diplexer-combiner: For gyrotron A at frequency f2 and gyrotron B at 

frequency f1, the power of both gyrotrons is combined at output 1. If the frequencies are 

exchanged, both gyrotrons exit at output 2. 

 

FIG. 3:  Principle for NTM stabilization using a fast directional switch: Synchronously with 

the rotation of the island, the ECCD beam is switched between to launchers which are about 

180° apart from each other with respect to the mode phase. 

 

FIG. 4:  a) Calculated amplitude distributions for the waveguide diplexer for a frequency of 

140.65 GHz, 140.693 GHz, 140.735, and 140.778 GHz (from top to bottom), which 

corresponds to a phase shift in the delay line (marked as black tick in the plots) of 90°, 180 °, 

270° and 360°, respectively.  b) Measured amplitude and phase distribution at the exit for 

140.65 GHz. Dynamic range shown is 30 dB with 3dB/colour step and 20°/step, respectively.  

 

FIG. 5: Design of a diplexer-combiner based on angular splitting in square corrugated 

waveguide. 

 

FIG. 6:  Principle of the compact quasi-optical diplexer employing a ring resonator with 

gratings as input and output couplers. 

 

FIG. 7:  Left: Photograph of a resonant diplexer for 34 GHz showing the input and output 

waveguides with the coupling mirrors for input and output 2 as well as the 4-mirror ring 

resonator. Right: Experimental (solid) and theoretical (dashed) curves illustrating RF power 

distribution between output channels. Frequencies f1 and f2 could be used for the FADIS. 



 

FIG.  8:  Left: Transmission functions for output 1 and output 2 of the 140 GHz resonant 

diplexer, measured in the gaussian TEM00 mode. Dots: measured points, red solid curve: fit to 

theory.  Right: Patterns of the output beams at maximum for the non-resonant and the resonant 

output. The dynamic range shown is 39 dB with 3dB/colour step. 

 

FIG. 9: Sketch of a resonant diplexer which is integrated into a pair of corrugated 

waveguides, replacing standard miter bends. The matching to the optical system is performed 

with waveguide mode converters. 

 

FIG. 10:  A multiplexer-scanner combining outputs of frequency-controlled gyrotrons and 

forwarding the combined wave beam into any of two output channels. 

 

FIG. 11:  Array of phase locked gyrotrons. The combined wave beam direction depends on 

the mutual phase of low-power-drive RF sources.  
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